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Toaster Princess 4 in 1

Princess 4-in-1 Multi Grill
Prepare  paninis,  waffles,  toasted  sandwiches  and  more  with  the  Princess  4-in-1  multi  grill.  The  1500-watt  unit  provides  overheat
protection and features removable plates. It will work perfectly as a table grill. Also noteworthy is the adjustable thermostat, which allows
you to control the temperature while preparing food.
 
One device - many possibilities
Want to feel the taste of grilled meat at any time of the year? Enjoy the taste of baked sandwiches? Or are you a fan of waffles? The
handy 4-in-1 grill  by Princess will  give you the opportunity to prepare delicious meals at  home, regardless of  the weather outside the
window! The adjustable thermostat allows you to adjust the temperature according to your current needs.
 
Convenient and safe use
Practical buttons allow convenient operation of the Princess grill.  Overheat protection and an indicator of the appropriate temperature
allow safe use. In addition, non-slip feet provide stability during grilling. The surface is covered with a coating that prevents food from
sticking - as a result, cleaning the device will not cause you any trouble.  
 
Included:
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Grill x1
Replacement plate x4
Instruction manual x1
	Manufacturer
	Princess
	Model
	01.112536.01.002
	Power
	1500 W
	AC input voltage
	220-240 V
	AC input frequency
	50/60 Hz
	Protection against overheating
	Yes
	Power plug type
	Type F (CEE 7/4)
	Adjustable thermostat
	Yes
	Number of settings
	1
	Indicator light
	Yes
	Indicator of appropriate temperature
	Yes
	Cooking surface
	315 x 215
	Housing material
	Plastic, stainless steel
	Cable length
	1 m
	Width
	307 mm
	Depth
	127 mm
	Height
	387 mm
	Weight
	2.9 kg

Preço:

€ 96.00

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Other
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